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2018 Audie Award Finalist for best inspirational reserve!!" …As become
familiar with in the web pages of this book, Edie doesn’" Les
Standiford, Writer"This powerful story of dedication and faith will stay
with you forever." Ken Budd Journalist/Writer“Randall Sullivan, Creator,
The Miracle Detective, Oprah Winfrey Network (OWN) "Edie Sundby’Life is
the greatest adventure there is. 5 Stars" Incredible girl!For those who
crave a spirit of adventure, who ache like Edie to learn what our
anatomies and spirits are truly with the capacity of, this book is a
must-go through.s about living existence.For me, walking is a
transcendent physical, psychological, and spiritual experience, like
dancing.. It still is, and she proceeds to walk with it every day.
Incredible memoir!Immerse yourself in the amazing story of Edie
Littlefield Sundby, who, following being told she had only 3 months to
live, survived 79 rounds of chemotherapy, radical liver and lung
surgeries, and then walked 800 miles along the California Objective
Trail, averaging 14 kilometers a time, and stopping in life-giving
missions to revive her body and her soul.!”!"The Mission Walker is a
marvelous book, a moving meditation on the romantic relationships
between courage and faith, endurance and transcendence. It’s harrowing
journeys, inward and outward. "EASILY can move, I am not ill.!.!When she
finished she yearned to walk the mission trail from its start – in
Mexico. But no-one had traversed that trail in 250 years.s accounts of
her amazing trek along the entirety of the California Objective Trail is
not only captivating and inspiring but also one heck of an outside
adventure.t value what some deem out of the question. It is that spirit
that has allowed her to live, regardless of the odds.With fading
strength and only one lung, she walked another 800 miles through the
rugged mountains and deserts of Baja Mexico to the California border. In
a walk of triumph, of harrowing experience, and of spiritual
enlightenment, she carried her mortality atlanta divorce attorneys step
and in the process opened up a profound communion with God and his
creation, and the true meaning of existence.And all of this with a
terminal cancers that was chasing her every step of the way. that left
me with profound communications..Elyse Walters, #3 Best Reviewer,
GoodreadsThis story is not about avoiding death.” That's my alternate
actuality. And I really believe with all my will in that reality.
Therefore when cancer strikes over and over, I walk to stay alive. a
robust narrative that requires us through the author’ Why stop our
adventuring because someone says the end might be near? JoBeth McDaniel
Journalist/Author"There are parts of this book that I couldn't pull
myself away from. A genuine testament to faith, courage, and the energy

of hope.
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fantastic book The Mission Walker is a fresh book coming out shortly by
Edie Littlefield Sunby. This well-written publication is intriguing. The
publication is a memoir in addition to a background of the missions of
California. You will be comforted and encouraged by her Christian
faith.Edie was diagnosed with malignancy and with the support and help
of her family members and the doctors, she were able to defeat it into
remission. It puts life in perspective and enables you to wish you might
have just a fraction of her attitude, faith and fearlessness.) I’m
happy, as well, that I bought the hardcovered book instead of the
countless Kindle books I buy throughout the year.. The people she meets
along the trail are so welcoming to her and perform their part to help
her on the way. She was necessary to possess vaqueros accompany her on
this section of the trip to even find the trail.After her journey, the
cancer came back. I have given it as something special to many friends,
and we have all been touched by Edie's strength, humor, and faith. (God
bless Edie! This section of the objective trail is much more severe and
far less mapped out. The descriptions of her journey through her faith
are compelling and interesting to read. Amazing book about the strength
and empowerment of God to a woman who believed she could. Her
descriptions of the trails and the missions are breathtaking.Edie was
presented with a 0.9 percent chance of survival with a three-month time
period limit before she began her walks. Learning pieces of the early
Mexico/California history was fascinating, as well as Edie’s shared
stories about her manuals and the locations they stayed along the way.
As an Oklahoma-bred woman, she has demonstrated the sturdiness and
bravery of a woman whose ancestors had survived the Dust Bowl. Edie
happens to be a relative of mine through her Littlefield relations. I
met her in May 2017 at a family group reunion. She is among the
organizers of the reunion which has met yearly for 90 years. I was
deeply impressed by her acceptance of the cancer and her have to
continue to fight against its reoccurrence The book is totally an
embodiment of the author.I strongly suggest this book. It is a testimony
of faith and courage. difficult scenario or not really. Told in the 1st
person by the writer, it's her story of the author's deep faith and
survival against cancer. The Mission Walker can be an incredible story
of 1 woman's fearless fight cancer. Memoirs are typically sluggish reads
for me, but this was a true pager turner that reads similar to an
experience novel.Edie had remarkable parents who raised a big family
members through the dust bowl period of Oklahoma's history. The story is
indeed descriptively written you feel like you are walking with Edie on
her behalf entire journey. If she could walk, she was alive and that
became her mantra. She have been a walker ahead of this and was
interested in the annals of the objective bells in California. Her
outlook on life is truly gorgeous. With the struggles and politics in
today's world it makes you recognize what is really important. It also
leaves the reader yearning for a adhere to on book for more information

about her life as a child, a female executive etc.An excellent read for
all those loving outdoor experience (Think Into the Crazy) while also
appealing to those interested religious beliefs, history, faith,
mindfulness and health. You may scratch your mind to ask why but you'll
under no circumstances cease to be astonished at her determination never
to give up. Recommend as a book club examine because you will want to
discuss the publication with others once you are done.. The book
describes her fight with stage 4 gallbladder cancer diagnosed in 2007
and all the medical procedures she's survived. It also describes her
spirituality, her upbringing, the part walking has played and her
indomitable spirit. I couldn't put it down the moment I started reading
it. Edie Littlefield Sundby can be an amazing woman that lived through
hell on the planet and survived to talk about her story!She was told she
had three months to live and get her affairs in order. Willing herself
to live Edie Sundby has used all of her God-given talents to combat her
gall bladder cancer medical diagnosis. Searching out the doctors, self
educating on the web, insisting that she possess operations to remove
any tumor, surviving the chemo, having great insurance and walking. You
will move from crying to laughing to complete astonishment of how anyone
could actually accomplish the physical and mental feats she do on her
experience through Mexico.In gratitude for her prayers being answered
with a protracted lease of existence and the component that walking had
played, she decided to walk the El Camino True in California.. Having
accomplished that feat, she set out to complete the entire mission walk
which begins in Loretto, Mexico. The 900 plus mile trek in Baja Mexico
will keep you speechless.Become familiar with about the missionaries who
founded California. It really is a trip of self-recognition and faith.
It really is a different message and appeal to all that read it. Edie is
certainly such a strong person and it was astounding that she
experienced the stamina to complete the whole trail. I loved reading
this publication and was attracted to it months before it became
obtainable. What they lacked in money, they made up for in personality,
dignity, perseverance and belief in God. Her attitude and determination
while standing at loss of life’s door was nothing short of miraculous.
It could not be amazing that in midst of ill wellness, Edie prepared her
walk. The inspiration lingers lengthy after finishing the reserve. She
survived both walks and is still surviving. My personal like of
walking/trekking drew me to the publication to begin with, but Edie’s
story is what produced me read it cover to cover... and again! This
qualified prospects from southern Baja California to the California
border. She learned about the mission trail the first missionaries had
followed as they set up missions. I keep The Mission Walk book out on a
coffee desk to get and read again or even to share with another person.
Mission Walker I just finished reading Mission Walker and We loved
everything about it. Amazing and inspiring! I highly eccommend the book.
Motivation to all.. An incredible story that is hard to place down.. An

inspiration for us all! That’s when she went into an all out battle
against cancer. Wise in the options she manufactured in selecting
remedies and strong in her will and faith, the objective walks became a
testament to placing one step in front of the additional and moving
forward. Courage This is a beautiful story of faith and courage and
finding one's own path. Walking in Mexico was completely different,
requiring rely upon your vaquero, enduring the harsh elements and
forging a trail through cactus upon cactus, upon cactus. I couldn't
place it down. Strolling the trail in California was challenging
primarily because of civilization. It is a good example of optimism when
confronted with dire situations and the strength to thrive in a personal
sense. Once more, after her remedies, she decided to walk the rest of
the eight hundred kilometers of the El Camino Genuine. I appreciated her
combination of medical intervention to cope with malignancy and her own
route "literally" to survive what was statistically very remote. I
devoured The Mission Walker and was exhausted with what the writer put
herself through to express her gratitude for being ALIVE. The extremes
to which she went serve as poignant reminder that one doesn't have to
possess a brush with death to live, really live, with a spirit of
gratitude. Her Objective Walk was inspiring despite facing soaring
temperature ranges and a challenging landscape. BRAVA! An Interesting
Story This is a true and interesting story of a female who walked the
Mission Trail from southern Baja to CA. A great read for all those that
need a fresh perspective on life in this crazy globe we live in. beating
cancer For anyone who has little faith in their abilities, this is a
worthy book of encouragement. My just issue is that the girl who has/had
tumor had a ton of economic support. Couldn't did the walk w/o it; A
book that you'll keep thinking about it long after you finish it!
Amazing book about the strength and empowerment of God to . She walked
the 800 plus miles from NORTH PARK to Sonoma and lit a candle in each
one of the missions. A Race Against Period Slowed to a Long Journey of
Healing We was inspired by Edie's story. Each of the vaqueros acquired
his personal personality and his very own method of doing things which
makes the journey a lot more interesting... She walked the eight hundred
miles of the Historic California Mission Trail from the California
border to Sonoma.spiritually and actually an amazing journey,,,,
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